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Veritas: The Power of the Real
Abstract

There's something about touching the actual thing, something about contacting the real that makes a distant
world come immediately to life. There's an excitement about that moment when you see and touch something
a piece of another world. A Thomas the Tank Engine character reminded me of this fact recently. Watch the
young boy's face as he picks Stanley back up in a cornfield after his favorite toy travels to space and back.
[excerpt]
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Comments

Interpreting the Civil War: Connecting the Civil War to the American Public is written by alum and adjunct
professor, John Rudy. Each post is his own opinions, musings, discussions, and questions about the Civil War
era, public history, historical interpretation, and the future of history. In his own words, it is "a blog talking
about how we talk about a war where over 600,000 died, 4 million were freed and a nation forever changed.
Meditating on interpretation, both theory and practice, at no charge to you."
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There's something about touching the actual thing, something about contacting the real that makes a
distant world come immediately to life. There's an excitement about that moment when you see and
touch something a piece of another world. A Thomas the Tank Engine character reminded me of this
fact recently. Watch the young boy's face as he picks Stanley back up in a cornfield after his favorite
toy travels to space and back:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoMN-zg7r3M&feature=player_embedded
Joy. The joy of meeting an old friend who has had a new experience.

There's power in that moment. There's awe. That feeling is an amazing one, when you realize what
you hold in your hand. The young boy in the video feels the thrill of space in the very palm of his
hand.
It is the same sort of awe I felt when I opened an
unassuming cardboard box earlier this year. Inside were
two small plastic canisters with the intimidating label,
"Caution - Radioactive Material." And safely tucked
inside each, in a nest of cotton, was the real.
When the Trinity Test was preformed in July of 1945, the
massive atomic fireball, the first ever massive atomic
fireball sucked sand from the desert floor into the
smouldering nuclear cauldron hovering momentarily
over the New Mexico landscape. The sand melted and
fell, a rain of molten green silicate. "Trinitite," was born,
"...a mass of incandescent gas,
the curious byproduct of brilliant minds working toward
a gigantic nuclear furnace..."
fantastic and catastrophic ends. And inside each of the
containers that arrived on my doorstep this past summer sits a sliver of Trinitite, a small piece of that
greenish nuclear glass.
It's real. It's an actual piece of the past. It's amazing to hold that in your hand (don't worry, it's
relatively low-yield in terms of radiation and mostly safe to handle as long as I don't butter my toast
with it or something).

When I hold it in my hand, It's like I can feel the heat. It's like I can see the light of the growing
fireball. I feel the doubt of Robert Oppenheimer as he questions the very morality of science. I can
hear the echo of his words in my head: "Now I am become Death, the destroyer of worlds."
A photo of that sliver of nuclear glass doesn't do it justice. Pixels glowing on a screen aren't enough.
Looking at the real thing with your own eyes, feeling it in your hand, turning it over between your
fingers is immensely powerful.
Technology is a wonderful thing, but it can never replace the sheer thrill and true meaning-making
moment of seeing the real things. There can never be
such a thing as a "virtual visitor center." We need places
where we can see, touch and witness "the real." Charles
Willson Peale realized that fact in Philadelphia in the
1780s, and Americans have been fascinated by the
temples of "the real" ever since. The buildings we invest
millions in at each of our sacred secular temples are
shrines to the real evidence, they are the proof that the
past actually happened.
Oftentimes, pixels on a smartphone can't do "the real"
justice. Sometimes those things need to lie behind glass
in visitor centers, on display to prove that the sadness of
the past was a real, tangible thing. Sometimes we can
hold those pieces of "the real" right in the palm of our
own hands, mailed from a certified mineral supply
company direct.

Peale draws back the curtain on
his temple to the real. Part history,
part science but all proof of the past.

And sometimes we can pick them up in a nearby
cornfield, a space traveler come back to earth and
returned to his best friend.

